Abstract The parallel machines scheduling problem (PMSP) comprises the allocation of jobs on the resources of the systems, i.e., a group of machines in parallel. The basic model consists of m identical machines and n jobs. The jobs are assigned according to resource availability following some allocation rule. In this work, we apply the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic which includes four different specific heuristics in the solution construction process to solve unrestricted PMSP for the minimization of the Maximum Tardiness (Tmax) objective. We also present a comparison of previous results obtained by a simple Genetic Algorithm (GAs), and an evidence of an improved performance of the ACO metaheuristic on this particular scheduling problem.
Introduction
The unrestricted PMSP is considered in this paper. The problem consists of scheduling n jobs on m identical parallel machines (P m ) to minimize the T max . There are no constraints in the assignement of the jobs to the machines, therefore the problem is described by (P m ||T max ). This problem belongs to more basic model of PMSP which is NP-hard, even when m = 2 [19] . The PMSP are representative of many real world problems. In such systems it is usual to deal with minimizations of the objectives based on the due dates, such as the T max . In the scheduling literature there are several methods of resolutions for PMSP. In [18] , [19] a set of dispatching rules and heuristics are presented. In [16] the PMSP was solved with approximation algorithms based on linear and integer programming. In [7] a memetic algorithm was developed, in [6] a column generation based on exact descomposition algorithm was presented. Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) with multirecombination methods [10] , [11] , and knowledge insertion into problem [12] have been successfully applied to solve PMSP. Similarly, the ACO metaheuristic has also been applied to solve scheduling problems, such as [8] for Travel Salesman Problem, [4] and [5] for Single Machine Total Tardiness Problem, [13] for Job Shop Scheduling Problem, [3] for Scheduling Task Graphs, [21] Flow Shop Scheduling Problem, [22] for Parallel Machine Shop, [2] for PMSP with setup times, and [20] for PMSP with precedence constraints. All works mentioned above were tackled with different problems, different instances and objective functions, except ([10] , [11] , and [12] ).
In this work we propose an Ant Colony System (ACS) [8] , an advanced algorithm derived from the ACO metaheuristic, to applied unrestricted PMSP to minimize the T max . It is important to note that the ISSN: 1988-3064(on-line) c AEPIA and the authors pheromone trails and heuristic information are the driving forces in ant algorithms to efficiently explore the search space. In the particular case of the heuristic information, different rules can be incorporated according to the problem under consideration. For the scheduling problem studied in this work, the ACS was implemented by considering different specific heuristics, which were based on the following rules: Earliest Due Date (EDD), Shortest Processing Time (SPT), Longest Processing Time (LPT), and Least Slack (SLACK). In addition, we compared the results with results obtained by simple Genetic Algorithms belonging to previous works by Ferretti et al. [10] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Parallel Machines Scheduling Problem. In Section 3, the Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic and ACS algorithm for PMSP are presented. The experimental design is described in Section 4. In Section 5, the results are showed. Section 6 provides our conclusions.
Parallel Machines Scheduling Problem
The formal notation used in the literature [19] for the scheduling problem that we are dealing is a triplet: (P m || T max ). The first field describes the machine environment P m , the second one contains the restrictions, we note that our problem is unrestricted, therefore this field is empty, and the third one provides the objective function T max . This scheduling problem can be stated as follows: there are n jobs to be processed without interruption on some of the m identical machines belonging to the system P m ; each machine can process not more than one job at a time. Job j (j=1,2,...n) is made available for the processing at time zero, it requires an uninterrupted positive processing time p j on a machine and it has a due date d j by which it should ideally be finished. For a given processing order of the jobs (schedule), the earliest completion time C j and the maximum delay time T j = {C j -d j , 0} of the job j can be easily estimated. The problem consists in finding a optimum schedule objective value. The objective to be minimized is:
The problems related to the due dates have received considerable attention from a practical and theorical point of view, besides, they have considered as NP-Hard when 2 ≤ m ≤ n, check the literature [19] .
Conventional Heuristics to Scheduling Problems
Dispatching heuristics assign a priority index to every job in a waiting queue. The one with the highest priority is selected to be processed next. There are different heuristics (e.g., [19] and [18] ) for the above mentioned problem whose principal property is not only the quality of the results but also give a schedule closest the optimal sequence. The following dispatching heuristics were selected to determine priorities, and they were used to build schedules by the Ant Colony System:
• EDD (Earliest Due Date first): the job with earliest due date is selected first and the final scheduled jobs are ordered satisfying:
• SPT (Shortest Processing Time first): the job with shortest processing time is selected first and the final scheduled jobs are ordered satisfying:
• LPT (Largest Processing Time first): the job with largest processing time is selected first and the final scheduled jobs are ordered satisfying:
• SLACK (Least slack): the job with the smallest difference between due date and processing time is selected first and the final scheduled jobs are ordered satisfying:
Ant Colony Optimization
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic in which a base process is the solutions construction, (see in the bibliography [9] ). It manages a colony of ants that concurrently and asynchronously visit adjacent states of the considered problem by moving through neighbor nodes of the construction graph G. They move by applying a stochastic local decision policy, denoted by P ij , which is descripted in section 3.1, it makes use of pheromone trails, denoted by (τ ij ) and heuristic information, denoted by (η ij ). In this way, ants increasingly build solutions to the optimization problem. Once an ant has built a solution, or while the solution is being built, the ant evaluates the (partial) solution that will be used by the update pheromones procedure to decide how much pheromone to deposit. Update pheromones this is the process by which the pheromone trails are modified. The trails value can either increase, as ants deposit pheromone on the components or connections they use, or decrease, due to pheromone evaporation. From a practical point of view, the deposit of new pheromone increases the probability for those components/connections, that were either used by many ants or that were used by at least one ant, and which produced a very good solution, to be used again by future ants. On the other hand, pheromone evaporation implements a useful form of forgetting: it avoids premature convergence of the algorithm toward a suboptimal region, therefore favoring the exploration of new areas of the search space. The Ant Colony System (ACS), is an ACO algorithm introduced by Dorigo and Gambardella [8] . It uses a modified rule when an ant chooses the next travel node. It uses a best-so-far pheromone update rule but applies pheromone evaporation only to the trail that belongs to the solution components that are in best-so-far solution. It also uses a local pheromone update rule to decrease the pheromone values on visited solution components, in order-to encourage exploration. A general outline of the ACS is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for ACS
Initialize for c=1 to Cycles-Number do for k=1 to Ants-Number do Construct-Ant-Solution (Local Update Pheromone) Save-Best-Solution Rank-Solution Global-Update-Pheromone Reallocation-Ants end for end for Print-Best-Solution
ACS for (P m ||T max )
This section presents the description of the main components of the implemented ACS.
Construction graph:
The ants perform random walks in a construction graph and these walks represent feasible solutions of the underlying combinatorial optimization problem. To construct a feasible solution the artificial ants successively choose jobs to be appended to the actual subsequence, until all jobs are scheduled. Each ant decides independently of each other which job j should be the i-th job in the sequence, and each ant generates a complete solution. A walk consists of several "node-to-node" movements and these movements are performed on the basis of transition probabilities. The transition probability P ij that job j be selected to be processed on position i in the sequence is formally given by: where Ω is the set of non-scheduled jobs, and h belongs to Ω, η ij is the specific-problem heuristic information, and τ ij the pheromone trails.
For example, for an instance problem of 6 jobs and m k machines, the construction graph can be seen as in Figure 1 . The nodes in the graph represent jobs whereas the edges represent the possible walks that the ants can follow. The solution (J 1 , J 2 , J 5 , J 6 , J 4 , J 3 ) is a walk in the graph represented by boldface edges and it starts in J 1 node.
2. The formulas of the local and global pheromone update are:
where ρ local is a weight between 0 ≤ ρ local ≤ 1, and τ 0 is a constant value.
(b) Global Update Rule
where ∀(i, j)ǫT b and ρ global is a weight between 0 ≤ ρ global ≤ 1, ∆ is 1/f itness, b is the index of the best-so-far solution, and T b is the path of b.
3. For selecting the next component j, ACS uses the next formula:
where q is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 1], q 0 is a parameter between 0 ≤ q 0 ≤ 1, and P ij is the probability item selection given in equation 1.
4. The objective function:
where
is the maximum delay time, d j is the due date, and C j is the earliest completion time of the j job. 
To implement the ACS with different heuristics we use the Mallba project [1] . It is an integrated way to develop a skeleton library for combinatorial optimization that includes exact, heuristic, and hybrid methods. The skeletons are based on the separation of two concepts: the problem to be solved and the general resolution method to be used. The skeletons can be seen as generic templates that only need to be instanced with the characteristics of the problem in order to solve it. All the features related to the method of selected generic resolution and their interaction with the problem itself, are implemented by the skeleton, while the particular characteristics of the problem must be provided by the user.
Experimental Design
As it is not easy to find published benchmarks for the unrestricted parallel machines scheduling problems we worked on, we built our own test with proper data, based on selected data corresponding to weighed tardiness problems taken from the OR-Library [17] . In such library, 125 test instances are available for each problem size n = 40, n = 50 and n = 100, where n is the number of jobs.
For problems of size 40, 20 instances are selected and for problems of size 100, 20 instances are selected as well, each instance with the same identification number, although they are not the same problem. That is to say that we have a problem numbered 1 with 40 jobs and another one numbered 1 with 100 jobs, and so on. The numbers of the problems are not consecutive because each one was selected randomly from different groups. The tardiness factor is harder for those with the highest identification number.
The instances were randomly generated in the OR-Library as follows: For each job j (j = 1, ..., n), an integer processing time p{j} was generated from the uniform distribution [1, 100] and integer processing weight w{j} was generated from the uniform distribution [1, 10] . Instance classes of varying hardness were generated by using different uniform distributions for generating the due dates. For a given relative range of due dates RDD (RDD = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) and a given average tardiness factor T F (T F = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0), an integer due date d(j) for each job j was randomly generated from the uniform distribution [P (1 − T F − RDD/2), P (1 − T F + RDD/2)], where P = SU M {j = 1, ..., n} p(j). Five instances were generated for each of the 25 pairs of values of RDD and T F , yielding 125 instances for each value of n.
These data were the input for dispatching rules and conventional heuristics, and we used PARSIFAL [18] , a software package provided by Morton and Pentico to evaluate the instances problem by means of different heuristics, as for example EDD and SPT used in this work. In this way, we got the benchmarks (known optimal values) for problem instances for the T max objective function.
To evaluate and compare the ACS algorithms (each with different heuristic information), and compare them with a simple Genetic Algorithm, the following relevant performance variables were chosen from previous works [10] • Ebest = ((best value−opt-val)/opt-val) * 100: it is the percentage error of the best found solution when compared with the known or estimated (upper bound) optimum value opt-val. It gives a measure on how far the best solution is from that opt-val. When this value is negative, it means that the opt-val has been improved.
• Mean Ebest (MEbest): it is the mean value of Ebest throughout all runs.
• Mean Best (µBest): it is the mean objective value obtained from the best found solutions throughout all runs.
• Hit Ratio: it is the percentage of runs where the ACS reaches or improves the known or estimated optimum value.
The initial phase of the experiments consisted in stablishing some best parameter values for the ACS, and some others were set from the related literature [15] , and they are presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
We used the same maximum number of evaluations in all the experiments. We took a maximum number of 140, 000 evaluations, and used elitism. We performed several experiments with T max , for three systems of unrestricted parallel machines scheduling problems:
• 20 instances of 40 jobs and m = 2 machines.
• 20 instances of 40 jobs and m = 5 machines.
• 20 instances of 100 jobs and m = 5 machines.
Analysis of Results
In tables 3, 4, and 5, we show the results obtained by two heuristics, η EDD and η SLACK of ACS algorithm because they had the best performance for the three problems studied, and also we show the results obtained by simple genetic algorithms GAs reported in [10] .
In tables 3 and 4, we can see the µBest average value obtained by heuristic η EDD were the best minimun value, but if we look at the instances one to one, minimum values (the bold values), some belong to GA and some to ACS. The highest average values of Hit Ratio were for the η EDD and η SLACK heuristics. However, the Hit Ratio is zero or near zero for the instance numbers 66, 91, 111, 116, and 121. The some observation is true for GA algorithm.
In table 5 the minimun µBest average value was obtained by GA, but the best Hit Ratio averages were for η EDD and η SLACK heuristics. Such heuristics use the due date d j values in their formulas, as does the objective function T max . We could say that good performance of ACS algorithm which uses these heuristics, were due to the existing relationship between the specific information used by the search process and the objective function to be minimized.
However, for the three problems studied, the minimum best µBest values (the bold values) for instances with higher identification numbers were the ones obtained by GA algorithm.
We also campare the results of ACS algorithms with different information heuristics, η EDD , η SLACK , η SP T and η LP T , by mean of statistic test. We use the EBest values of the 30 independent runs to do the analysis of variance between four ACS algorithms. We apply the Kruskal-Wallis [14] one-way analysis when the values (the sample) do not have a normal distribution (determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), and we apply Anova test when the values have a normal distribution. The Kruskal-Wallis and Anova test, both return the p-value for the null hypotesis for all samples. If the p-values is zero or near zero, that suggests that at least one sample is significantly different (or statistically significant) than the other samples. Usually, if p-values are less than 0.05, we declare that the results are statistically significant
For the three problems the p-values were zero in all instances, this means that all comparisons are significantly different. However, if we use the Tukey method, we can do multiple comparison two by two, and this way we can determine between what experimental conditions there are significant differences. Tables 6 and 7 show the results of Tukey method, which are confidence intervals that compose the upper bound, estimated value and lower bound for each pair of ACS algorithms, and this for each instance. According to Tukey method, the differences between means in which the confidence interval that encompasses the lower and upper limits do not contain the value 0 are statistically significant.
In tables bold confidence intervals belong to the algorithms that do not have difference significant. In table 6, the ACS(η EDD ) is not different to ACS(η SLACK ) for instances 1, 6, 26 and 41. Similarly the ACS(η EDD ) is not different to ACS(η SP T ) for instances 21. In table 7, the ACS(η EDD ) is not different to ACS(η SLACK ) for instances 61, 71, 111 and 41. Also ACS(η SLACK ) is not different to ACS(η SP T ) for instance 66, and to ACS(η LP T ) for instance 91. For instance 56 only are different ACS(η EDD ) and ACS(η SLACK ), and for instance 86 only are different ACS(η EDD ) and ACS(η SLACK ), similarly ACS(η SP T ) and ACS(η LP T ). The rest of the comparison of algorithms have difference significant. Figure 2 show the results of the Tukey test to compare ACS (η EDD ) and ACS (η SLACK ) for some difficult instances of the third problem. Table 4 : The Opt-val are obtained by Parsifal. the µBest and HitRatio are obtained by simple genetic algorithm GA and ACS algorithms using η EDD and η SLACK specific information heuristics.
Conclusions
We present four versions of ACS algorithm, each implemented with a different heuristic: 1) η EDD based on Earliest Due Date rule, 2) η SP T based on Shortest Processing Time, 3) η LP T based on Largest Processing Time, and 4) η SLACK based on Least Slack. The experiments were performed considering 20 instances for each proposed system, with the purpose of minimizing T max .
The results show that ACS (η EDD ) and ACS (η SLACK ) were those who had a better behavior. For most simple instances (1 to 61) obtained competitive results both versions, being the ACS (η EDD ) outperformed by ACS (η SLACK ). However for more complex instances (from 61 onwards) ACS (η EDD ) was who had the best achievements, but none became achieve, in any run, the benchmark values.
The results also were comparable with those obtained by a simple GA, but we can not say that the same about the results reported by other advanced GAs [10] .
Clearly, more work must be done because none of the ACS algorithms achieve the optimum known to all the problem discussed.
We are actually working on the construction of an ACS hybridized with local search mechanism in order to be able to improve the solutions forward by the ACS algorithm. 
